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Abstract

     This Century will see an urgent up-scaling in the global production of copper nanoparticles 
due to the continuous industrial development and mounting need to address pressing global 
issues including non-pharmaceutical disease management and climate change. Mining, bene-
faction, refining, reagent synthesis, and finally nanoproduct synthesis are the typical linear 
multistage steps in the traditional copper nanoparticle synthesis process, which is energy and 
resource intensive. The utilization of nanometer-scale zerovalent iron particles as a reducing 
agent for environmentally friendly copper nanoparticle manufacturing from waste copper dust 
is discussed in this paper. Based on the revision, it is clear that this method has significant poten-
tial and could represent a completely new paradigm for the conversion of low-grade Cu bearing 
waste (such as waste copper dust) into useful nanoparticulate Cu compounds for a variety of 
industrial applications.
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Abbreviations

WCD: waste copper dust. 
Cu-NPs: copper, copper (I), and copper (II) oxide nanoparticles. 
nZIP: nanometer-scale zerovalent iron particles.
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Introduction

     As shown in Table 1, copper (Cu) is the element with the highest percentage content in the majority of waste copper dust (WCD). If 
this WCD are disposed of improperly, hazardous substances would cause severe environmental issues and a great deal of valuable Cu 
would be lost. Consequently, unusual considerations for waste treatment and the recovery of Cu values have increased as a result of 
WCD recycling [1]. Many different technologies have been proposed recently to recover Cu from WCD [2-12].

Chemical Composition of WCD (%)
Reference

Cu Fe Zn S Bi As Cd Pb Sb others
18.02 13.36 0.27 3.44 0.002 - - 0.12 - Okanigbe, Popoola, Adeleke [5] 
10.9 1.6 7.8 - 1.9 7.1 1.3 14.2 0.1 55.1 Ha et al. [13]
7.53 - 40.21 - - - - 6.62 - 45.64 Qiang et al. [14]
41.7 29.6 0.3 13.0 2.3 0.4 0.0 0.3 - 12.4 Vítková et al. [15]
35.5 15.3 - 12.2 - - - - - 55.5 Bakhtiari et al.[16]
33.7 21.2 - 9.0 - 0.8 - 6.6 - 28.7 Vakylabad et al. [17, 18]
27.0 11.0 5.8 7.5 0.2 13.0 0.2 1.50 - 33.8 Morales et al. [19]
10.8 0.8 15.6 10.4 3.5 19.4 - 7.80 0.1 31.6 Montenegro et al. [20]
24.5 14.0 0.2 - - 0.9 - 0.1 - 60.4 Alguacil et al.[21]
4.0 - 18.0 7.0 1.1 20.5 9.5 8.0 1.2 - Font et al. [22]

Table 1: Chemical Compositions of different WCD from around the world [6].

     However, significant interest has been focused on recovering Cu from WCD as copper nanoparticles (Cu-NPs) by numerous research-
ers [6, 23, and 24]. This is as a result of its fascinating attributes and prospective applications in numerous fields.Cu-NPs’ astounding 
catalytic, optical, and electrical conducting characteristics have caused a great deal of concern [25, 26].

     Recently, several researchers have proposed various techniques for producing Cu-NPs from WCD, including thermal decomposition 
of copper precursor from low grade WCD [6, 23, 24, 27, and 28]. It was challenging to control the size of the prepared Cu-NPs in the 
majority of these methods.

     Due to the complicated composition of these WCD (Table 1), it is obvious that the notion of obtaining Cu-NPs from them is undoubt-
edly a difficult undertaking. In order to produce Cu-NPs from WCD sustainably, it is necessary to revise existing synthesis pathways as 
well as a nonconventional synthesis route that can reinvent mining technology, which is the motivation behind this appraisal.

Background 

     Metallic nanoparticles are essential for providing technology solutions to 21st-century global concerns. There is a strong argument in 
favor of the development of environmentally friendly methods for the mass production of these materials in order to facilitate import-
ant applications in chemical synthesis, carbon cycle closure, increasing agricultural productivity, and non-pharmaceutical antimicrobi-
als for combating the concurrent threat of global pandemics and the rising prevalence of drug-resistant pathogens. The following is a 
quick explanation of some relevant examples for copper, copper (I), and copper (II) oxide nanoparticles (hence referred to as Cu-NPs):

Applications of Cu-NPs

     The broader spectrum of uses for nanoscale Cu/CuOx catalysts is described by Gawande et al. [29] and includes reduction, oxida-
tion, A3-coupling, electrocatalysis, photocatalysis, and gas-phase processes. One of the cornerstones of a global strategy for closing 
the carbon loop to fight climate change is the use of CO2 as a chemical feedstock. An appealing method to do this is the electrochemical 
reduction of CO2 to useful chemicals including formic acid, methanol, syngas, and higher hydrocarbons [30]. Metallic catalysts are used 
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in the process, and nanostructured Cu/CuO is known to be particularly promising owing to its high Faradic efficiencies and low over 
potentials [31]. Cu has long been known to be an effective antibacterial, showing bactericidal, fungicidal, and viricidal activity when 
used as Cu-NPs [32].

     Effectiveness against dangerous bacteria like Staphylococcus aureus, fungus like Candida albicans, and the influenza virus are some 
specific examples [33]. Cu-NPs could be used or incorporated into food packaging, personal protective equipment, water disinfection, 
membrane applications for controlling biofouling, and antimicrobial composites, coatings, and textiles [34].

     By 2050, it is anticipated that there will be close to 10 billion people on the planet, which would result in a corresponding rise in 
food demand [35, 36]. Cu-NPs may be an important component of sustainable agriculture in this situation. Cu-NPs have been used in 
agritech applications as fertilizers or fungicides [37, 38], or they may be effective by indirectly influencing the soil microbiome, which 
could increase the efficiency of nutrient consumption and nitrogen fixation [39].

     Cu-NPs, for instance, have been demonstrated to promote soybean development in the field of agriculture [40] and may even play a 
part in the biofortification of crops, especially those cultivated on alkaline soils [41]. Cu-NPs have a wide range of additional potential 
uses, such as improving emissions from the combustion of fuels, such as biodiesel [42], in conductive inks [43], as additives in lubri-
cants and polymers [44, 45], and as a cooling water additive to increase heat conductivity [46].

Conventional synthesis routes for Cu recovery from WCD

     When recovering and recycling resources from WCD, one or more extractive metallurgy unit activities are usually combined. A 
number of reports on the management of WCD have been published in the literature, and they were briefly encapsulated as process 
flow diagrams (PFD).

     According to Li et al. [47] PFD’s (i.e. Figure 1), arsenic is removed from the WCD leach solution via co-precipitation with ferric ions. 

Figure 1: Arsenic is removal from WCD leach solu-
tion via co-precipitation with ferric ions [47].

     The recovery of precious metals and the removal of arsenic from WCD have both been extensively investigated using the pyro-hy-
drometallurgical method [48]. Figure 2 serves as a PFD and shows the technique as described by the author.
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Figure 2: the pyro-hydrometallurgical PFD for treatment of WCD [48].

     The bioleaching of WCD from smelters in Iran’s Sarcheshmeh copper complex was studied by Bakhtiari et al. [49]. Recirculating 
the dust to the smelters was the researchers’ initial strategy, but they soon recognized that this approach decreased furnace efficiency 
while raising the energy needed for smelting. Bakhtiari et al. [49] assert that the dust bio-treatment process consumes acid despite the 
fact that oxidation of sulphide minerals (especially pyrite) in copper concentrates results in the release of acid. The complete proce-
dure is shown as a PFD for clarity’s sake (Figure 3).

Figure 3: A simple PFD for the continuous copper recovery from a WCD 
in stirred tank reactors [49].

    The bioleaching of copper from the Sarcheshmeh copper smelting plant’s WCD was studied by Bakhtiari et al. [16]. In the study, the 
outcomes of a series of continuous tests performed on two-stage airlift bioreactors injected with bacteria that were originally pro-
duced from acid mine drainage were described. Figure 4 summarizes the sequential procedures needed to recover the metal value. 
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Figure 4: A straightforward PFD for copper bioleaching from 
WCD in a succession of airlift bioreactors [16].

     Gao et al. [4] claim that WCD is an ultrafine hazardous waste that contains numerous heavy metallic elements. Through unit op-
erations of zinc vapor evaporation and condensation as well as super-gravity separation of copper droplets, they suggested a novel 
method to effectively recover crown zinc and metallic copper from WCD. They referred to this method as a PFD (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Evaporation, condensation, and super-gravity separation are used to 
recover crown zinc and metallic copper from WCD [4].

     According to Ha et al. [13], secondary products, including WCD, are abundant in bismuth (Bi) and other significant metals. In their 
research, they described a productive hydrometallurgical technique for extracting Bi from WCD. H2SO4 and NaCl can be used as leach-
ing reagents to remove Bi from WCD with a 92% leaching efficiency under ideal circumstances. Figure 6 provides a summary of the 
unit activities in this PFD.
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Figure 6: Process Flow Diagram for Bi Recovery from WCD [13].

     Soon after copper and zinc were recovered from WCD in the work of Chen et al. [50], resource recovery and recycling from WCD for 
Bi was attained. Figure 7 shows the PFD for the unit techniques used in the recovery.

Figure 7: PFD for Bi recovery from WCD [50].

     By employing NaOH-Na2S to leach the WCD, Guo et al. [51] established a hydrometallurgical process to achieve the selective recovery 
of arsenic from WCD. For ease of comprehension and reproducibility, the complete process was well represented as a PFD (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: PFD for arsenic recovery from WCD [51].

     In order to treat WCD using oxidative acid leaching, Zhang et al. [52] substituted waste acid for sulphuric acid as the leaching media. 
This method is illustrated as a PFD in Figure 9. 

Figure 9: PFD for treatment of WCD [52].

     N9O2 and P2O4 extractants were used by Jia et al. [53] to extract and separate copper and zinc from solution. Then, a PFD was used 
to express this technique (Figure 10).
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Figure 10: PFD for extraction and separation for Cu and Zn from WCD [53].

     According to Shibayama et al. [54], smelting waste products such smelter slag, flue gas, valuable metals, and hazardous chemicals 
are inextricably generated as secondary products during the pyrometallurgical processing of non-ferrous metals. For these materials 
to reduce environmental loading and recover important metals, suitable treatment methods are required. On the other hand, their 
alternate pyrometallurgy-hydrometallurgy method was outlined as a PFD (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Arsenic removal from WCD and high purity copper recovery PFD [54].
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     According to Pérez-Moreno et al. [55], WCD is created during the cleaning of copper slag, and its reprocessing results in the produc-
tion of harmful contaminants. Due to the high metal content, neither the economy nor the environment are benefited by their disposal. 
Given the foregoing, the main objective was to better understand how these wastes (SWC and CFD) could be reused in different fields, 
as shown by the PFD in Figure 12.

Figure 12: PFD of the proposed SWC and CFD treatment [55].

Conventional Cu-NPs synthesis routes 
Cu-NPs recovery from other copper resources

     It is obvious that the wide range of large-scale applications described above calls for equivalent methods of environmentally friendly 
and economically viable Cu-NPs mass production, which will otherwise restrain the adoption of these game-changing technologies. 
Electrochemical deposition [56], hydrothermal [57, 58], precipitation [59], microwave aided [60], solid state synthesis [61], and mech-
anochemical synthesis [62] are some of the current batch synthesis techniques. Arc/spark techniques and continuous hydrothermal 
flow synthesis with supercritical water [63], have both been used to accomplish continuous/larger-scale production, and when paired 
with confined jet mixer, are reported to produce kg/day quantities [64].

     It is obvious that there is currently a significant mismatch between the level of production described in the literature and the ex-
tremely huge quantities of Cu-NPs required to satisfy the variety of prospective commercial uses. It is accepted that there are few life 
cycle assessment studies on the production of nanomaterials from an environmental sustainability perspective [46]. However, there 
are already significant “in-built” environmental footprints connected with the initial production of the precursor Cu reagents, regard-
less of the Cu-NPs synthesis method chosen (i.e. starting with mining and beneficiation of Cu from its ore, which is then followed by a 
series of purification and chemical engineering steps in order to yield the final Cu reagent raw material, usually as water soluble salt).

     In 2018, physical excavation mining techniques were used to remove more than 99% of the mass of all metals and metalloids from 
the Earth, with open cast techniques accounting for the vast majority [65]. By definition, it is an invasive operation that involves com-
pletely physically removing topsoil, overburden rock, and any accompanying biological residents in order to access the ore.

     The ore then always needs to be beneficiated, which usually involves removing gangue material (typically >90% by volume) at a 
specially designed plant. Overall, the process produces staggeringly vast amounts of solid trash, currently averaging 20 billion tonnes 
year, or around 20 times more than the total amount of municipal waste generated worldwide [66, 67]. On a local and regional level, 
negative effects have included significant and irreversible habitat damage, contaminating ground and surface waters with ecotoxic 
metals and/or acidic/alkaline pH mine water, and the aeolian migration of ecotoxic dust over extremely large distances [68].

     These issues might put mining companies’ ability to conduct business in jeopardy, and poorly run mines could have devastating 
effects on ecosystems and human health. Mining continues to be one of the major industrial contributors to global CO2 emissions due 
to the substantial energy requirements of transporting, crushing, and processing billions of tonnes of material. This makes it obvious 
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that methods to reduce Cu-NPs’s lifespan impacts from cradle to grave need to be included in sustainable routes to mass production, 
and that this mass production needs to be combined with sustainable mining techniques [69].

Cu-NPs recovery from WCD

     Figure 2 depicts the traditional approach recommended by Bakhitiari [27], for Cu-NPs from WCD. This method uses harmful chemi-
cals to handle the problem of pollutants and has 8 unit operations. These substances are not environmentally friendly. In contrast, the 
technology for the study is proposed by Okanigbe [28] and uses 6 unit operations, 2 fewer than the technology employed by Bakhitiari 
[27]. Additionally, this technique considers the reduction or elimination of impurities using a water-based, economically viable, and 
environmentally favorable medium.

     Due to the intricacy of WCD’s chemical makeup, as shown in Table 1, producing Cu-NPs from WCD in a single step is still a difficult 
operation.

Use of nanometer-scale zerovalent iron particles (nZIP) as a selective reducing agent for sustainable Cu-NPs production

     The purpose of this research is to demonstrate the feasibility of using nZIP as a magneto-responsive chemical reducing agent for the 
selective recovery of copper from its parent ore. The reductive precipitation of Cu from the aqueous phase is made possible by the fact 
that Cu is higher on the galvanic series than Fe [70], as described in Eq. 1 that follows: 

Fe0
(s) + Cu2+

(aq) = Fe2+
(aq) + Cu0

(s) E0= 0.78 V…………………….(Eq. 1)

Figure 13: PFD for recovering copper as Cu-NPs from WCD [13].
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Figure 14: PFD for Cu recovery from South Africa’s WCD [28].

     For their reduction to a metallic state, several common metals likewise show lower standard electrode potentials (E0) than Fe2+ 
(-0.44 V), including: K+ (-2.92 V), Ca2+ (-2.84 V), Na+ (-2.71 V), Mg2+ (-2.37 V), Mn2+ (-1.18 V) and Zn (-0.76 V), and, when exposed to Fe0, 
frequently stay in the aqueous phase. Because of this, the reaction between Fe and Cu can be very selective [70]. Although bulk scale 
Fe0 has been extensively investigated for these purposes [71], nothing is currently known about the comparative effectiveness of nZIP 
and the physicochemical characteristics of the resulting Cu-bearing (nano) precipitates.

     In situ (i.e., subsurface or “in-pulp”) injection of nZIP into a target zone (e.g., a leached high grade ore body) followed by in situ nCu 
synthesis and magnetic recovery is possible thanks to the superior specific surface area of nZIP and its fast reaction kinetics. However, 
its transformative potential is likely due to its nanometer scale, which when combined with its (super) paramagnetic behavior and 
ability to act as The end result is the simple, one-step “translocation of Cu-NPs synthesis into the subsurface,” which presents an oppor-
tunity to move past the conventional paradigm of mining, benefaction, refining, Cu-reagent synthesis, and Cu-NPs product synthesis, 
which is currently linear and multistep.

Industrial/environmental implications 
Use of nZIP as an agent for selective Cu-NPs synthesis

     Cu-NPs are created primarily by the cementation of aqueous Cu with nZIP, which involves the heterogeneous reduction of Cu2+ to 
Cu0 on nZIP and the simultaneous dissolution of Fe from the nZIP to form discrete Cu0 nanoparticles (Eq. 1). The spontaneous reaction 
produces a 1:1 molar ratio chemical reduction of Cu2+ to Cu0 together with the oxidation of Fe0 to Fe2+.

     The creation of Cu0/Cu2O nanoparticles with a well-constrained particle size distribution from malachite ore has been demonstrated 
here using a straightforward one-pot approach. It is obvious that applying a suitable reductant for the mass-production of the nZIP is 
necessary in order to use nZIP as the reductant in the manufacture of the Cu-NPs. However, utilizing nZIP as an intermediate reductant 
could have a number of significant benefits.

     Due to nZIP’s extensive application in environmental cleanup, large-scale production has already been created. According to Ste-
fanowicz, Osiska, and Napieralska-Zagozda [71], there are “top down” ways of lithographic grinding and precision milling as well as 
“bottom up” methods including chemical and carbothermal reduction, electrochemistry, and green synthesis processes. The price 
difference between bulk copper and iron could provide as a sufficient “circular economy” and economic motivation for the grinding 
and milling routes.
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     For instance, as of 9:19 a.m. on October 25, 2022, the price of scrap steel is R6.59/kg ($0.36/kg, £0.32/kg), according to Gauteng 
scrap metal pricing [72], while recent values for Cu-NPs might range from R833,62-R1042,02/kg ($45,12-$56,4/kg, £40.00 - £50.00/
Kg) for well confined Cu-NPs (e.g. Alibaba.com [73]). There are also several potential scenarios whereby nZIP could be made cheaply 
and sustainably using waste materials/waters. Key examples include acid mine drainage, pickling sludge, WCD, waste iron dust and 
waste aluminium dust.

Reinventing mining technology for sustainable Cu-NPs production from waste copper dust

     A target resource, such as a metal, is selectively extracted from its host material, such as an ore body, waste, or wastewater, in situ, 
and then transported to the surface for recovery. This technique is known as precision mining [74]. The requirement that resource 
recovery be accomplished with the least possible impact on the host material or environment and with the least amount of waste is an 
inherent design characteristic of precision mining.

     The use of magnetic nanoparticles as remotely operated sorbents and/or delivery vehicles for resource recovery is one approach 
that could be extremely useful. Other approaches are also possible. Because malachite is a valuable mineral and commodity on a global 
scale, we have utilized the recovery of Cu from malachite ore as our example in this article. Due to their capacity to dissolve Cu even 
when used at very low concentrations, H2SO4 and CH3COOH were shown to be acceptable lixiviants (i.e. 0.5M).

     This is a key component of the Precision Mining strategy because it makes it possible to dissolve the target metal with the least 
amount of chemical disturbance to the host media.

     The results also show that a strong or weak base can be used to partially neutralize H2SO4 or CH3COOH before the addition of nZIP. 
This procedure had the secondary benefit of further reducing the acidity of the Cu-NPs while its primary goal was to establish favor-
able pH conditions for selective Cu-NPs precipitation.

     Due to the Fe-Cu cementation reaction’s inherent selectivity, this Cu-NPs precipitation was noted as being very selective. Results also 
show that an externally applied magnetic field can successfully recover nCu because it is entrained with residual (super) paramagnetic 
nZIP [75]. According to HRTEM examination, the entrained Cu-NPs precipitate was in the form of discrete nanoparticles, making it 
likely that they could be easily removed from the nZIP (e.g. via centrifugation or selective dissolution).

     The use of nZIP for the production of selective Cu-NPs may also be combined with ex situ ore processing. Cu recovery from low-
grade ores and boosting recovery efficiency from Cu leach slurries with poor filterability and/or settling characteristics are two recent 
applications of “in pulp” technologies (such as resin in pulp, RIP). The main benefit of this is the avoidance of large liquid-solid ratios 
while performing such hydrometallurgical operations, which reduces the high cost of slurry filtering and treatment of the filtrate [76].

     Despite these advantages, RIP is still a little-used technique, largely because of worries about the longevity and reusability of such 
resins [77]. In contrast, “nZIP in pulp” could achieve the benefits of in-pulp techniques with the extra advantage of directly converting 
Cu to a useful nanoproduct. If unreacted nZIP is still entangled with the copper product, magnetic separation, the use of deflocculants 
like Na4P2O7, or physical techniques like sonication may also be used to separate the pulp from the product nanoparticles.

Conclusions 

     There is enormous potential for the sustainable manufacture of Cu-NPs from WCD employing nanometer-scale zerovalent iron par-
ticles as the reducing agent, which will be necessary for many of the biggest technical challenges of this century. This could represent 
a whole new paradigm for the production of useful nanoparticulate Cu compounds for a variety of industries and applications from 
low-grade Cu ore and Cu-bearing waste (such the WCD).
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